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Web AppBuilder for ArcGIS Developer Edition v2.0 – List of Issues Addressed 

 
 

 BUG-000082855 Date field formatting is changed in Web AppBuilder. 

 BUG-000083486 Attribute table widget fails to display Korean characters. 

 BUG-000084064 In an application created with Web AppBuilder on IOS, the floating widget frames do not 

close when the 'x' is selected on the widget pop-up windows. 

 BUG-000084525 The widget configuration JSON file name is corrupted when using Japanese characters in the 

widget name, which prevents the widget from loading. 

 BUG-000086319 Numeric field types within the attribute table in Web AppBuilder still show the thousand 

comma that were removed in the web map in ArcGIS Online. 

 BUG-000086823 Provide the ability to modify the date format in the Attribute table widget in Web 

AppBuilder. 

 BUG-000087685 When individual feature layers are removed from a map service layer the table of contents in 

a web map and that web map is used as the basis of a Web AppBuilder application, then all of the removed 

layers will appear within the Layer List widget. 

 BUG-000087830 Web AppBuilder Developers Edition does not allow anonymous access to an application 

when Portal for ArcGIS is configured with Integrated Windows Authentication (IWA). The web maps 

configured with the application are shared with everyone in Portal for ArcGIS. 

 BUG-000088027 A map service published to ArcGIS Server that contains layers with custom numeric IDs 

assigned will not have full functionality when consumed in Web AppBuilder. 

 BUG-000088106 The Query widget cannot be configured in Web AppBuilder within Portal if the Portal and 

ArcGIS Server web adaptors have the same host name. 

 BUG-000088256 When the OpenStreet Map is used as basemap in Web AppBuilder Apps, 'Credits' does not 

appear in the printed PDF/image. 

 BUG-000088374 Portal for ArcGIS Web AppBuilder Attribute Table widget does not honor change in map 

service. 

 BUG-000088439 The URL does not contain 'HTTPS' for a Web AppBuilder application in an ArcGIS Online 

organization account with Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) enabled in the /item REST response. 

 BUG-000088617 Web AppBuilder Developer Edition applications hosted locally on a web server with a web 

tier Portal for ArcGIS site with services from an ArcGIS Server secured at the GIS tier with Windows users and 

roles will fail to load the service and append a Portal token to the ArcGIS Server request which is invalid for the 

Portal site and returns 498 invalid token. 

 BUG-000089079 Different results using buffer GP service in Web AppBuilder (in ArcGIS Online), the buffer 

distance shows incorrect values. 

 BUG-000089249 World Route service configured for anonymous access and used in publicly shared Web 

AppBuilder application prompts for login. 

 BUG-000089737 Unchecked sub layers of an operational layer show up in the Web AppBuilder application in 

Portal for ArcGIS 10.3.1. 

 BUG-000090331 Show Related Records option does not display in the Launchpad theme of the Web 

AppBuilder application. 

 BUG-000090348 Attribute Table widget in Web AppBuilder returns 0 results when filtering by a date field that 

contains time. 

 BUG-000090403 Fails to print a map in Portal for ArcGIS Web AppBuilder when a large print request is 

constructed and the print service is secured with Integrated Windows Authentication (IWA). 

 BUG-000090804 When using Web AppBuilder (Developer Edition) in the Japanese environment, the names of 

themes and in-panel widgets are displayed in English in Internet Explorer 11. 
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 BUG-000090978 In Web AppBuilder (Portal 10.3), the Time widget for a dynamic feature service from a web 

map with a refresh rate set and time animation enabled will not adjust to the most recent time period and not 

display the newest features. 

 BUG-000091156 Decimal places in feature layer's attribute and related table get displayed in Web AppBuilder 

application even though it is configured in a web map to 0 decimal places. 

 BUG-000091740 Re-ordering a map service sub layer in a web map, and sharing it in Web AppBuilder does not 

preserve the sub layer ordering. 

 BUG-000091745 The Clear and Locator button overlap in the Directions widget of Web AppBuilder in Portal for 

ArcGIS in IE 10. 

 BUG-000091785 A map service that contains unique layer IDs in a web application built with the Web 

AppBuilder in ArcGIS Online does not display correctly in the application. 

 BUG-000091907 Web AppBuilder displays more than 2 decimal places in Chart widget results pop-up. 

 BUG-000091950 Web AppBuilder: Unable to edit (Edit Widget) on multiple layer with same service URL. 

 BUG-000092107 My Location in Web AppBuilder zooms too close on mobile devices. 

 BUG-000092139 The Summary widget in Web AppBuilder may return values over the actual number of 

features in the service.  

 BUG-000092289 Web AppBuilder returns the wrong Schema and Data in the Attribute Table of a GP task 

Result if the INPUT used in the GP Service differs from that which the GP Service was initially executed with in 

ArcMap. 

 BUG-000092382 When using the ArcGIS Online Web AppBuilder's Incident Analysis widget configured to 

summarize a layer, the data will disappear from the web map. 

 BUG-000092403 The Layer List widget in Web AppBuilder Developers Edition behavior is inconsistent when 

publishing or overwriting a service (which is used in the application's web map) with group, and nested layers 

with the 'Allowing assignment of unique numeric IDs for Map Service Publishing' option enabled. 

 BUG-000092411 In ArcGIS Online, the Jewelry Box Theme in the Web AppBuilder will keep pushing the map 

contents further and further right when refreshing the page. 

 BUG-000092627 Layers remain turned off once unchecked from a Web AppBuilder application hosted in 

ArcGIS Online. 

 BUG-000092632 When configuring the Search widget in Web AppBuilder to show pop-up for the found 

feature or location, if the feature's pop-up contains an image, the image displays as a broken link in the pop-

up. 

 BUG-000092641 Links assigned with thumbnail images on the pop-up window do not work if accessed via the 

Search window in Web AppBuilder. 

 BUG-000092685 Web AppBuilder’s attribute table does not honor field formatting. 

 BUG-000092727 Nulls are displayed as ‘NaN’ in the Chart widget where it should not even be appearing in the 

chart. 

 BUG-000092746 The Attribute Table widget in Web AppBuilder fails to select and highlight the corresponding 

feature when feature layer/table contains a join. 

 BUG-000093044 Alias set up from configure pop-up in web map are not respected in the filter table of Web 

AppBuilder. 

 BUG-000093188 The Incident Analysis widget in Web AppBuilder produces null addresses for Japanese 

language. 

 BUG-000093255 In Web AppBuilder, the Column, Bar, and Line chart types do not display all the axis labels 

when a large number of features are present in the Category field. 

 BUG-000093289 Typo in Web AppBuilder (Developer Edition) documentation 

 BUG-000093301 ArcGIS Online Web AppBuilder fails to print large requests, typically failing when printing 

more than one layer when the Print widget is using a print service from a server secured with web-tier 

authentication. 
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 BUG-000093313 The date field is not recognized in the Category Label and Category Field drop-down options 

in the Chart widget of a Web AppBuilder application. 

 BUG-000093425 The Maximum Results parameter in the Web AppBuilder Search widget is not applied to the 

'suggest' operation. 

 BUG-000093432 In Web AppBuilder, the features created with the Draw widget get labeled with the 

measurement name (i.e. square meters), instead of with the measurement abbreviation (i.e. sq m) as 

documented on the online help. 

 BUG-000093510 The Incident Analysis widget in a Web AppBuilder for ArcGIS application does not reflect the 

changes while switching tabs. 

 BUG-000093609 In the Configure Bookmark window of the Bookmark widget available in Web AppBuilder, if 

each bookmark is assigned the same name, all of the bookmarks appear to inherit the same properties of the 

first bookmark when viewing the Edit Bookmark window despite appearing correctly in the finished 

application. 

 BUG-000094111 Custom widgets using Dojox DataGrid display odd behavior in Internet Explorer. 

 BUG-000094541 When using Portal for ArcGIS from versions 10.2.x to 10.3.1, the Analysis widget in Web 

AppBuilder (Developer Edition) returns the following misleading error message, "Your user role cannot 

perform analysis. In order to perform analysis, the administrator of your organization needs to grant you 

certain privileges". 

 BUG-000094601 Web AppBuilder: Error pop up when using Batch Attribute Editor widget on Billboard and 

LaunchPad Themes. 

 BUG-000095102 The title in a Web AppBuilder (Developer Edition) 1.3 application gets cut off when the 

Launchpad theme is used on a Windows Server 2008 R2 operating system. 

 BUG-000095124 When Web AppBuilder is locally installed, watch version in server/package.json file needs to 

be the version name like "watch": "0.16.0" 

 

 ENH-000082840 There is no automatic 'zoom to' functionality from a geoprocessing service in Web 

AppBuilder. 

 ENH-000084836 In Web AppBuilder, Controller widget names are unavailable in themes that do not include 

the Controller widgets. 

 ENH-000087923 Have the ability to add the title in the title pane/blue pane of the pop-up while working with 

Query widget in Web AppBuilder 1.1. 

 ENH-000089713 Enhance Web AppBuilder's Geoprocessing widget to have an option to upload a shapefile as 

input. 

 ENH-000090469 iframe reloads (in Firefox 36,38,39 and IE 9,11) when Web AppBuilder Developers Edition 1.1 

and 1.2 widget is resized or the application is resized. 

 ENH-000091746 Please provide the Editing TextBox function to be available in Web AppBuilder. 

 ENH-000091757 Provide an ability to copy an attribute value for a field directly from the attribute table in 

Web AppBuilder. 

 ENH-000092082 The Edit Widget in Web AppBuilder constrains text inputs to the height of a single line. It 

would be very useful to add the ability to switch to a multiline text field for longer inputs. 

 ENH-000093273 Provide documentation about how screen size and/or screen resolution impacts popups in 

Web AppBuilder application. 

 ENH-000093687 Add documentation for turning off app state persistence in a Web AppBuilder 1.3. 

 ENH-000093986 Provide a documented workflow for configuring Web AppBuilder (Developer Edition) as a 

Windows Service with a Forward Proxy Server. 

 


